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WINNING ATTITUDE: Spencer Henshaw Ltd’s Tom Lavery says the MTN team always has a smile, and is well trained and friendly
– ‘nothing ever seems to be too much trouble for them’.

Congratulations MTN Kitchens and Maintenance!
This quarter the Star Subbie Award is presented to
Auckland’s MTN Kitchens and Maintenance.
MTN’s head PBMC contractor is Spencer Henshaw Ltd and
Operations Director Tom Lavery says the company is highly
deserving of the award.
“MTN are a solid and consistent performer across all of our three
regions,” Tom says. “The director, Mike Gani, runs his business
very efficiently and we’re always impressed by the order and
organisation of the work areas when we visit his premises.”
But Tom says it’s their strong attention to health and safety and
the quality and efficiency of their work out on the job that’s most
impressive.
“They’ve engaged specialist health and safety assistance and
reviewed all their internal processes and the results are obvious to
see.

“It was inspiring to visit Mike and his team and have the pleasure
of presenting them with this award. They are clearly passionate
about their trade and have a real commitment to quality products,
exceptional customer service and doing the right thing for
Housing New Zealand and our tenants. I was truly impressed.”
And MTN were humble in receipt of the gong.
“I’m overjoyed – it’s an achievement that’s brought great pride to
the team at MTN,” says Mike Gani. “Winning this award wouldn’t
have been possible without the inspiration I receive from all my
staff, who I have the deepest respect for. Thank you to Spencer
Henshaw and Housing New Zealand for recognising us.”
Since 2012 MTN has grown from a small responsive contractor
employing a handful of people to a company that services three
Auckland regions and employs 19 staff.
Outstanding job MTN!

“Fitting a new kitchen in a tenanted property presents a potential
health and safety risk, but Mike reviews each site himself before
sending his personnel in and the team then work efficiently to
minimise downtime for the tenant while also paying careful
attention to health and safety…particularly if there are young
children or people with special needs at home. When a member
of our team has attended to check a new kitchen installation the
tenants are always very pleased with the work done and the end
result.”
Housing New Zealand’s Maintenance Manager for South and East
Auckland, Brian Farrell, says he was delighted to hand the award
over to Mike.

WORTHY RECIPIENT: Housing New Zealand’s Brian Farrell presents the
Super Subbie Award to Mike Gani of MTN Kitchens and Maintenance.

Feedback, suggestions, comments?
If you wish to contact us about this newsletter, please email: janine.kendall@hnzc.co.nz
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